Populations facing novel environments can persist by adapting. In nature, the ability to adapt 6 and persist will depend on interactions between coexisting individuals. Here we use an adap-7 tive dynamic model to assess how the potential for evolutionary rescue is affected by intra-8 and interspecific competition. Intraspecific competition (negative density-dependence) lowers 9 abundance, which decreases the supply rate of beneficial mutations, hindering evolutionary res-10 cue. On the other hand, interspecific competition can aid evolutionary rescue when it speeds 11 adaptation by increasing the strength of selection. Our results clarify this point and give an 12 additional requirement: competition must increase selection pressure enough to overcome the 13 negative effect of reduced abundance. We therefore expect evolutionary rescue to be most 14 likely in communities which facilitate rapid niche displacement. Our model, which aligns to 15 previous quantitative and population genetic models in the absence of competition, provides a 16 first analysis of when competitors should help or hinder evolutionary rescue.
environmental change, nearly all predict slower adaptation and more extinctions (reviewed in stable (i.e., onceẑ = z * no other strategies can invade; z * is an ESS, sensu Maynard Smith and Price [41] ). We assume d 2 dz 2 α(z, z) < σ −2 k for the remainder of the paper, which means 103 frequency-dependence is weak enough [42] . Our results apply for any function α, as long as z * 104 is both convergence and evolutionary stable. 105 Let our population begin in a constant environment with optimal trait value z * = z * 0 . In 106 time, all individuals become perfectly adaptedẑ = z * 0 . The population will reach equilibrium 107 abundanceñ = K, and its growth rate will become zero ( Figure 1 ). Let us call this original 108 abundance K 0 .
109
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Suppose then that the environment suddenly changes so that the new optimal trait value is 111 z * n = z * 0 . Our monomorphic population, with trait valueẑ=z * 0 , then immediately has equilib-112 rial abundance k(z * 0 , z * n ) < K 0 (Figure 1 ). The environmental change serves to decrease the 113 carrying capacity of the population. The population will initially survive the abrupt change if 114 k(z * 0 , z * n ) ≥ 1 or, equivalently 115 |z * 0 − z * n | ≤ σ k 2ln(K) ≡ z * .
(3)
Note that settingñ ≥ 1 as the extinction threshold scales population abundance in units of 116 minimal viable population size [43, 37] . Because z * n is the new evolutionary and convergence 117 stable strategy, if the population survives the change it will evolve toward the new optimal trait 118 value,ẑ → z * n . According to the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics [44] , the monomor-119 phic trait valueẑ will change at rate
where µ is the per capita per generation mutation rate, σ 2 µ is the mutational variance (mutations 121 symmetrically distributed with mean of parental value), and g(ẑ, z * n ) is the local fitness gradient the neighborhood of the parental trait value. Steeper slopes signify greater fitness differences 126 between individuals with similar but unequal trait values [45] . Notice that R/σ 2 k is the strength 127 of stabilizing selection per unit time. 128 The rate of change in trait value is then:
We cannot solve Equation 6 explicitly forẑ(t), but using a first-order Taylor expansion 130 we derive an approximate solution, describing evolution and demography following the abrupt 131 change (Appendix B):
and
Taking the Taylor expansion about z * 0 − z * n = 0 results in the assumption that the environmental 134 change |z * 0 − z * n | is small relative to environmental tolerance σ k (i.e., a weak 'initial stress').
lutionary time in a constant environment. Abundance is therefore at a minimum immediately 147 following the abrupt shift in the environment. The population will avoid all chance of extinction 148 if N c < k(z * 0 , z * n ) or, rearranging,
Here, we are most interested in the case where the population initially survives the abrupt 150 change but abundance drops below the critical abundance: z * * <|z * 0 −z * n |≤ z * , as this is 151 when evolution is required to rescue populations from extinction.
152
From Equation 2 we can find the trait value z Nc required for a carrying capacity of N c .
153
Plugging z Nc into Equation 7 and solving for t gives the time it will take a population to evolve 154 to this safe trait value z Nc , which we will call the 'time at risk' t r (Figure 2 )
.
(10)
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156
So the time at risk t r increases with the strength of the initial stress |z * 0 − z * n |σ −1 k and the ratio 157 of critical abundance to maximum carrying capacity N c /K and decreases with the mutational 158 input µK 0 , mutational variance σ 2 µ , and the strength of stabilizing selection per unit time R/σ 2 k .
optimum (Equation 5 in [3]): Adaptive dynamics assumes mutations are rare enough such that, on the timescale of evolution, 223 the population remains monomorphic (i.e., a mutation fixes or is lost before the next arises [49]) 224 and at demographic equilibrium (i.e., demography is faster than evolution) and that mutations 225 are small enough to allow local stability analyses to determine evolutionary stability [40, 45] .
226
Our approximation of time at risk t r (Equation 10) also rests on the assumption that the initial 227 stress |z * 0 − z * n |σ −1 k is weak. We therefore performed computer simulations to examine how 
243
Parameter values for µ, K, and |z * 0 − z * n |σ −1 k were chosen in the range of those observed for 244 yeast exposed to increased salt concentration [5] . We estimated σ k from Figure S1 in Bell and 
249
The transient dynamics, however, showed varying degrees of congruence with our predic-tion (Equations 7 and 8; Figure 4 ). In simulations the amount of standing phenotypic variance 251 increases with mutation rate µ times population size. Our timescale assumption, which im-252 plies zero phenotypic variance, is thought to become unrealistic as µKlog(K) approaches one 253 [51]. The threshold of µKlog(K) is obtained because µK is the mutational input and log(K) 254 is the typical time of fixation for a successful mutant when the population is well adapted 255 [51]. Over our parameter range (µ={10 −7 , 10 −6 , 10 −5 , 10 −4 }, K={10 4 , 10 5 , 10 6 }) µKlog(K) 256 seemed to be an excellent predictor of accuracy; our predictions were much more accurate when 257 µKlog(K) < 1. When µKlog(K) > 1 we greatly underestimated the time at risk (triangles in 258 Figure 4 ).
259
Mutational variance σ 2 µ seemed to have little effect on the accuracy of our predictions, at 260 least over the range of parameter space explored here (σ µ ={0.01, 0.05}; Figure 4 ). However, 261 our analytical prediction did perform consistently better when the initial stress Figure 4 ).
264
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Competition
266
We now introduce interspecific competition. Let the population dynamics of the focal popula-267 tion be described by the logistic growth equation:
where C(z i , t) ≥ 0 is the effect of interspecific competition on individuals in the focal popula-269 tion with trait value z i at time t. We do not model the coevolution of the competitors explicitly; interpreted as an abiotic selection pressure. However, for brevity, we limit our discussion to C as the effect of a competitor. Previous studies have explicitly modeled the coevolution of 277 competing species in a constant environment [37, 52, 53], at the expense of analytical results.
278
All other variables in Equation 13 are defined as in the one-population case. 279 We again assume that mutations are rare, so that our focal population remains monomorphic 280 with trait valueẑ and equilibrial abundanceñ. In the presence of competition, equilibrium 281 abundance of the focal population is
Comparison with the one-population case, whereñ = k, shows how competition reduces abun- is more likely when competition C(z * c,0 , t) is weak.
300
In Appendix C we derive the local fitness gradient of the focal population. In the new 301 environment, with z * = z * n , it can be written as
The population evolves larger population size k − C until ∂ ∂ẑ (k − C) = 0, which occurs when 303 the population reaches the competitive optimal in the new environmentẑ = z * c,n ( Figure 5 ). 304 We assume that z * c,n is a fitness maximum, such that the population remains monomorphic 305 (Appendix C). reverse the direction of selection and the population will evolve away from z * n . Competition 315 has no effect on selection when it is independent of trait value ∂C ∂ẑ = 0.
316
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317
Combining Equations 14 and 15 we compute the rate of adaptation, as described by the 318 canonical equation [44] :
The rate the focal population adapts dẑ dt depends on how competition affects abundance relative 320 to selection. Due to the added complexity of competition we are unable to solve Equation 16
321 for trait value as a function of timeẑ(t) and are therefore unable to compute a time at risk 322 t r , as we did in the one-population case. However, we can show when competition will help 323 or hinder adaptation, and therefore when competition has the potential to increase or decrease 324 the likelihood of evolutionary rescue. Rearranging Equation 16 and comparing to the one-325 population case (Equation 6) shows that competition will increase the rate of adaptation when
and decrease the rate of adaptation when the inequality is reversed. Competition will tend 328 to speed adaptation when competition C is weak and gets much weaker as the focal popula-329 tion evolves towards z * c,n (dot-dashed curve in Figure 6 ). Note that although competition may 330 increase the rate of adaptation, and therefore cause a greater rate of increase in abundance, [66], they do not qualitatively alter our results, but merely lead to a slower rate of evolution demands. For instance, if stress tolerance requires increased energetic demands, a population 
Appendix A 529
Here we find the singular strategy in the one-population case and evaluate its stability. Detailed 530 methods can be found in Geritz et al. [40] . From Equation 1 the local fitness gradient is
where z m is the trait value of a rare mutant with abundance n m andẑ is the trait value of the 
The local fitness gradient is zero whenẑ = z * (i.e., z * is the singular strategy). If z * maximizes 537 the local fitness gradient it is a fitness maximum and therefore evolutionary stable (ESS). If 538 z * minimizes the local fitness gradient it is a fitness minima and evolutionary branching may 
Evaluating at z m =ẑ = z * gives
and z * is therefore evolutionary stable when 543 α > k /K.
Specifying k as Equation 2, z * is evolutionary stable when
The population will converge on the singular strategy z * only if
and so, if the singular point is evolutionary stable it is also convergence stable. Throughout the 546 paper we assume Equation A11 holds to simplify our analysis of evolutionary rescue. 
Since there is no analytical solution for the indefinite integral on the left hand side, we use the 552 Taylor expansion about x = 0, e x 2 /a x = x 2n−1 n!a n , with x =ẑ − z * n and a = 2σ 2 k . Taking the 553 Taylor series aboutẑ − z * n = 0 leads us to assume a small change in abundance and hence 554 constant mutational input µK. We therefore replace K with K 0 to indicate that mutational input depends on the original abundance. We now have
Approximating to the first order
and solving forẑ gives
At t = 0 we haveẑ = z * 0 , so C = −ln(z * 0 − z * n ) and we get Equation 7: 
where z m and n m are the trait value and abundance of a rare mutant, respectively, in a popula-565 tion with resident trait valueẑ and abundance n r . We drop the arguments of the functions and denote ∂ ∂zm with prime. Expanding gives
And from Equation 14:
Evaluating at z m =ẑ:
Assuming intraspecific competition α is maximal when individuals share the same trait value, 
To simplify our analysis of evolutionary rescue we assume that all singular strategies our pop-578 ulation approaches are fitness maxima. This assumes, at z m =ẑ = z * c ,
We will also assume the singular strategies are convergence stable, requiring:
Beginning with Equation 16, we look to find when interspecific competition speeds adaptation 582 towards the optimal z * = z * n . Dropping the arguments of the functions and denoting ∂ dẑ with 583 prime, Equation 16 reads
Since in the one-population case dẑ dt = −µσ 2 µ R 2 k (Equation 6), competition will speed evolution 585 when 586
Since k and k − C must be positive for the population to persist,
yielding Equation 17. 
